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Marie Le Lievre’s works exist in the liminal space between 
realism and abstraction, where figurative images are 
juxtaposed with, and enmeshed in, abstract images. 
Across her oeuvre, MLL presents human bodies blurred 
by bodies of colours, objects abstracted due to the 
imperfection of memory, and fully abstract images that are 
amorphous in a way that suggests figuration. 

This artistic space finds echo in the work of South 
American magical realist writers, whose stories are also 
liminal; they exist in a space between magic and realism. 
The writers present story forms and models made in the 
image of the conscious, measurable world, that a human’s 
pattern recognising brain understands and expects. This 
realism finds echoes in MLL’s figurative elements: body 
parts, bag handles, abstractions which seem so deeply 
suggestive that figures appear and then disappear into the 
physicality of paint. These speak to the viewers’ desire to 
‘read’ images in a logical way. Into realistic worlds, magical 
realist writers drop fantastical, irreconcilable elements. 
It is the link to the tangible that allows these fantasies to 
have their own realism, as they stretch, but never sever 
the connection to actual human experience. The stories, 
rather than working to create entirely separate realities, 
remain in dialogue with and comment on the realism of 
this world. MLL’s use of abstraction works in a similar 
way. Bodies of colour obscure and unravel the figurative, 
but do not posit their authority over the figurative. The 
two elements, rather, are in dialogue, and this allows for a 
generative flux and fluidity of meaning. 





Gabriel García Márquez’s magical realist short story,  
‘A Very Old Man with Enormous Wings: A Tale for 
Children’, speaks of a decrepit angel that falls to Earth.  
The people of the village that he lands in almost 
immediately rationalise his presence and wonder, while 
they wait for the Supreme Pontiff’s opinion of the whole 
matter, “whether he wasn’t just a Norweigan with wings” 
(García Márquez 109).  GGM is critiquing the way in which 
humans refuse to be imaginative, and how it is easier 
to make magical elements mundane; to slot them into 
well trodden categories, than to expand one’s definition 
for what is possible. In MLL’s work, a similar challenge 
is presented to the viewer: will you reduce this image to 
a category you feel you know? Or will you let it exist in 
between categories. Will you expand your imagination to 
accept the way in which disparate elements co-exist? The 
poured paint of her ‘slip’ paintings, for example, can mean, 
simply ‘this is a process of paint’. It also has a visceral 
meaning, in that the sensuous, bodily quality of her paint 
seems to give her works an indeterminate but definite 
emotional life. That visceral meaning, in turn, connects 
the work to a viewer’s stories and memories, as well as 
connecting to MLL’s stories and memories. 

This fluidity of meaning evokes the brain-state of the 
unconscious mind. The vast majority of human brain 
activity is unconscious, which means we are unaware of 
most of our brain’s contents and operations. Dream states 
give us some insight into our subterranean thoughts, 
but even in our waking hours, it seems that we are 
unconscious metaphor-makers whose brains easily make 
imaginative leaps and surrealist connections. When asked 

to recall objects that we have seen, it becomes clear that 
the logical, conscious part of our brain is fairly useless. 
It is impossible to remember the actuality of things 
and experiences, and we have to use the other, wilder 
parts of our brains in order to make meaning. In MLL’s 
‘paraphernalia’ paintings, abstract impressions of objects 
are presented rather than faithful depictions of objects. 
MLL’s suggestive colour-bodies ask the viewer to find their 
own object-echoes from their own flawed memories. 

Feminism, too, has a voice in MLL’s works. She is a 
mother, and this human experience makes the question of 
the unconscious mind both sharper and more immediate. 
Children, like dream states, consistently remind adults of 
their instinctual nature. Children are quick to rage, engage 
in constant ordinary creativity and have the capacity to 
become deeply engrossed in imaginative play. To raise 
a child is to be acutely aware that one is living through 
a love that is completely beyond logic. Motherhood is 
also an experience of repression, as one must work to 
repress one’s own illogical rage; one’s own illogical panic. 
Similarly, mothers must carry the weight of many unsaid 
things because they are not afforded space to be fully 
emotional beings. They must prioritise care of children 
over their own space for sadness; must relegate thoughts 
to the unseen parts of their brains. Mothers must develop 
a subterranean toughness that is its own enforced 
unconsciousness. These experiences mean, happily, that 
the mother’s imaginative space grows deep and worthy. 
When MLL accesses it, she is able to create images that, 
whilst being deliberately blurry and ‘unreadable’, are able 
to contain massive emotional weight: they are heavy with 
stories, as well as the infinite possibility of stories.
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Motifs (Woo Woo) 1670 x 1670 mm, oil on canvas, 2020



Bling (Woo Woo), 1800 x 1650 mm, oil on canvas, 2020



Strangle Hold (Tomes), 1200 x 1200 mm, oil on canvas, 2020



Patched Member (Notes), 1800 x 1650 mm, oil and pastel on canvas



Madder Lake (Falling), 1800 x 1650 mm, oil on canvas, 2020



South (Score), 1500 x 1500 mm, oil & graphite on canvas, 2020



Orange (House), 260 x 260 mm, oil on cardboard, 2020



Vermillion (House), 260 x 260 mm, oil on cardboard, 2020



Rose (House), 260 x 260 mm, oil on cardboard, 2020



Tracking (Baggage), 760 x 760 mm, oil & charcoal on canvas, 2020



Tracking (Box), 760 x 760 mm, oil & charcoal on canvas, 2020



Rose (Notes), 800 x 800 mm, oil & pastel on canvas, 2020



Clementine (Tray), 760 x 760 mm, oil & graphite on cardboard, 2020 



Muso’s (Tray), oil on canvas, 1150 x 1150 mm, 2020



Hookie (Tray), oil on canvas, 2020



 Orange Chant (Woo), 560 x 770 mm, oil, graphite & acrylic on paper, 2020



Yellow Hum (Woo), 560 x 770 mm, oil, graphite & acrylic on paper, 2020  



Pink Horn (Woo), 560 x 770 mm, oil, graphite & acrylic on paper, 2020



Traffic (Woo), 560 x 770 mm, oil, graphite & acrylic on paper, 2020



Sounds (Woo), oil on inkjet print, 220 x 270 mm, 2020



I am driving across a bridge at 5pm. The bridge  
connects a stony and cranium-shaped land mass to 
another, similar but an open plain, with rushes that bleed 
in so quick and so fast and amass in this configuration of 
navy blue lines, to sway and crackle in the setting light. 
At 5pm, the oncoming traffic is heavy. Inside my car, 
I’m losing my nerve. I am losing my nerve against the 
serpentine headlights of the oncoming freighter. Beneath 
the bridge is a body of water. With the rain of late, the body 
is swollen, risen to level with the bank. Now, the bridge 
and the water are two dark grey slabs laying on top of 
each other. These forms are about moving across, over 
the top of it all. It is a passage reconciled by the visual 
weight of the environment. 

I am making a deal of the bridge because of the 
convergence of certain concerns: of motion and formal 
relationships between objects. A feeling of too-much, of 
losing one’s nerve over again, the damp catharsis of new 
shadows. The paintings of Marie Le Lievre exist at this 
same site. The site is a place where the balance of figures 
and colours can be resolved, but also where one can find 
spaces to hide and transcend. In the work, the careful 
mechanics of painting are what allow a transit to different 
states of consciousness. I think of Greville Texidor, who 
writes that the blocky cityscape of London is a place in 
which “one got a little coating of fog and forgot.”1  

Entering the 
Causeway

1   Greville Texidor, “These Dark Glasses” in In Fifteen Minutes You Can Say  
A Lot,” (Wellington: Victoria University Press, 1987; 2019), 33.





with the possibility of it unravelling. For everything to 
be in place, for a while, is always a surprise. Painting is 
an art that is fundamentally about traces of activity that 
have been mediated by brushstroke and so, Le Lievre 
is constantly in negotiation with that which cannot be 
harnessed or predicted, a relationship that requires 
an acceptance of this reality as well. To be a painter 
then must also be a lesson in resisting alterity with the 
mysterious forces that preside over us— it is work toward 
being planetary subjects.3 In many ways, a planetary 
existence means accepting the inability to understand 
everything with certainty. Le Lievre’s works enable us 
to lean in to the heave of this feeling. When the sun sets 
across something vast and awful, and the spine feels that 
it will explode with ecstasy, this adrenaline is just about 
being in it, witnessing the gossamer between here and 
elsewhere thin and waver. 

Roland Barthes wrote that “the inventory of shimmers 
is one of nuances, of states, of changes.”4 Shimmering 
might not always be a shiny activity, but something that 
fluctuates between different registers. The surfaces of 
Le Lievre’s works can be languid, where the oil paint is 
glossy and slow, and the light tricks the eye and the unreal 
emerges. I am thinking of the heavy air above hot asphalt, 
when the relentless stillness warps the horizon stack into 
matter that is porous and nebulous. It has only ever been 
an illusion that what the eye can see when it looks as far 
as possible is a vision that will never change; perpetual 
shimmer and transformation is all that we can rely on. 
The scratched undergrowth of other of Le Lievre’s works 
also shimmers though, in the same way that the texture 
of radio static occurs when tuning between channels. 
The narrative that emerges in moments of static can be 
idiosyncratic but beautiful, as a broadcasted weather 
report fuses with the wailing woman. 

The veil falls / the spires pierce the skin

To wade between the works of Le Lievre can be, to begin 
with, an exercise in zooming in and out. Like crossing that 
bridge in a fast moving car, it is important to look with 
motion in mind. In this way, our perceived closeness to 
the work is constantly in flux, and so is the scale of what is 
contained by the picture plane. Le Lievre’s works are rich 
and deep substances that you can plunge into. Maybe it 
is the proximity to the ocean. For a while, these fronded 
shapes were rock pools or seaweed or glassy slicks of oil 
seeping through the waves. Their edges have this curved 
or soft contour to them, so that the delineation from 
background and object is sometimes unclear or perhaps 
it is that you can be in both spaces at once— looking in 
and within, simultaneously— like liquid, gas, matter that 
leaches and spills beyond the bounds it has been given.

Baby, now we’re diving under.

The thing about paint is that it is not something you can 
ever truly control— it is always a medium with its own 
mind, swayed by time and temperature. To work with paint 
is to forfeit authority. In conversation with Aleksandar 
Hemon, Teju Cole noted that a dancer in mid-dance 
cannot think too much about her legs.2 The choreography 
may have been laid down, the body turned to circus, but 
ultimately, it is the spontaneity and unknowable of this 
mode that produces the real outcome. I think the same is 
true for Le Lievre’s paint application because the works 
materialise as records of her own motion on and around 
them. When things are in motion, they must appear to 
be controlled. The mastery of this, though, is that the 
appearance of precision has to reach an equilibrium 

3  Gayatri Chakrovorty Spivak, Death of a Discipline (New York; Chichester: 
Columbia University Press, 2005), 72-73.

4  Roland Barthes, The Neutral, trans. Rosalind Krauss and Denis Hollier (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 2005), 77.

2   BOMB magazine, “Teju Cole by Aleksandar Hemon,” BOMB 127, Spring 2014, 
http://bombmagazine.org/article/10023/teju-cole 





In the works, the scratching or drawing can seem 
obsessive. Sometimes these markings comprise a layered 
foliage in the work, or in other instances the lines are 
looser, beginning to disperse. There’s a clearing ahead. 
The physicality of this process can be understood as 
a kind of manual mantra or visual chant, in which the 
intimate and affective space of the mind is prioritised. 
Critically, the formal and painterly concerns of Le Lievre 
are not at odds with this intimacy, but facilitate it. By 
repeating and piling similar forms or gestures, the visibility 
of the self is enforced. When the volume rises, does the 
pressure of sound not become more real? 

Affirmation is an important practice. In the summer of last 
year, I cut off all my hair. The hairdresser put a band of it 
down beside me on his trolley with the scissors and comb 
and mousse and straightening iron. Suddenly, a thing that 
was a part of me became foreign, a dead weight to assess 
my relationship against. By this, I mean that my own 
identity had to shift somehow to account for this new thing 
occurring outside and at odds with it. I think of objects a 
lot as this kind of cumulative substance that we cling to 
in order to be grounded and to know that we exist in the 
realities that we find ourselves. Debris loiters in handbags, 
in kitchen drawers, in medical clinics. A trinket-y 
compulsion to stuff and the inaudible hum it emanates 
fills in the gaps around the rhythms of life, and somehow, 
precariously, allows us to hold it all together. 

I am saying all of this because of the essentially figurative 
nature of Le Lievre’s work. There are always discernible 
forms set against a pale background, but their legibility 
is challenging. They play a game of mimicry with the 
shapes and silhouettes that do actually comprise our 
environment— two vertical lines in place will recall a 
door even when no other detail is available to support 
that suggestion. Le Lievre has described this ambiguous 
matter as paraphernalia, figures that are resolute in their 
thingness, but whose signifying quality is halted just short. 
The word paraphernalia originated in the 17th century and 
denoted property belonging to a married woman that had 
not been relinquished as dowry. I think that the vestiges of 
possession and of owning something for oneself are still 
important here. 

Speculum spatula pendulum fishhook stethoscope  
stencil dumbbell

These are things of rooms, of internal cavities. Alongside 
the phenomenological dimension of Le Lievre’s practice, 
a lot of the work occurs in interior spaces. Sometimes 
this is enacted through the framing of the work, where 
a Polaroid border can be a sill for looking through and 
past and waiting for someone else to wander by. The 
composition of the image is often formulated through an 
equation of watching and being, in a room with a table 
and our things strewn across it, even the parts that we 
hoped no one would retrieve right at the bottom. To be 
here, staring at you and the furniture is not an intrusive act 
though, but an invitation to a personal mess that belongs 
to anyone who finds themselves in frame. I read a poem 
about accidentally watching the neighbour’s television 
set through their kitchen window and I think about the 
comfort of shared domesticity, even if it is unwitting.⁵ 
These are paintings with space enough in them to carry 
on with life. 

There’s another bridge that I have driven across at 5pm, in 
the flesh of the city, when the mist rolled in the way it did 
the night before, and the rear-end red of everyone stalling 
to get home washed the evening in crimson. I can’t see 
more than a metre ahead on the bridge, but I am breathing 
through it, finding my nerve, wincing as the red light turns 
amphibian green.

5  Jake Brown, “The Neighbours’ TV Programme,” Starling 6,  
https://www.starlingmag.com/issue-6/jake-brown

Jane Wallace is an art writer and researcher with an interest in collective  
memory, forgetting, retelling and imagination. She has a BA (first class honours)  
in Art History from Victoria University, Wellington.
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